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HOW THE MILL USED  
REACH ENGINE TO IMPROVE 
THEIR CONTENT WORKFLOW
Moving into a new building, The Mill decided it was time to 
rebuild their pipeline for 2014 and beyond. While streamlining 
their workspace, Reach Engine provided an opportunity to 
update and redesign their workflows.

ABOUT THE MILL

The Mill collaborates on award-winning moving image, design and digital 
projects for the advertising, games and music industries.

Levels Beyond is the company 
behind the content inventory 
platform, Reach Engine.

themill.com

How Their Audience Views Content

90% TV commercials

Promotional, short film, in-house content including 
animation, effects, C4D design work

Opening titles, credit sequences, and animated sequences 
for the Oscars

Locations

Chicago

London

Los Angeles

New York

Content Creation

10-60 per day

300-400 per week

2,500 total assets in 
seven weeks

Content Delivery

Europe

Global Transmissions

United Kingdom

United States
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THE CHALLENGE

The Mill wanted to abandon the tape world and drop their traffic system. The 
old building’s tape library occupied one-third of the basement. 

Process required weeks to complete

Previous WorkflowProcess Timeline: 
Weeks

With Reach Engine, we 
deliver seamlessly to 
the US, UK, Europe and 
throughout the world.

–The Mill

“

Call down to the basement 
and request the tape

VFX Artist lines up all the 
versions and plays them out in 
real time

QC each spot and write down 
the ISCI code, spot name, and 
other pertinent information

Librarians then transfer the 
paper notes from the tape into 
an online system 

A worksheet order is completed 
and tapes are pulled

QC files once more and 
confirm metadata

Complete a TV spot using 
Autodesk’s Flame and Smoke

VFX Artist scrubs through  
the tape footage and  

creates a new timeline  
of what they need

All versions are then  
laid back to tape

Include notes with tape box 
and return to library 

A few weeks later,  
an order is submitted for a 

series of three spots

Media transfer from tape to 
digital format and QC before 

creating three files 

Push through to broadcast



THE SOLUTION/BENEFIT

With Reach Engine, the previous workflow has been reduced to minutes. 

Process reduced to minutes with Reach Engine

New WorkflowProcess Timeline: 
Minutes

Instead of a process that 
used to take weeks, Reach 
Engine has reduced the 
process to minutes.

–The Mill

“

Files are added to the library, 
approved for broadcast, and 
located in three different places 
with a proxy in just 15 minutes

Flame and Smoke file storage is 
monitored by middleware 10dot1

Image sequences and WAVs are  
automatically pulled and encoded  
to uncompressed Quicktime

CETA (production/finance 
software) is queried for additional 
data into the collection

Tech Ops use categories for a 
state machine to move through 
QC, approve, and/or reject 

The Broadcast QC Operators 
enter additional data into Reach 
Engine which is pushed back to 
the production/finance system

Automatic Billing is tagged off 
of Reach Engine workflows

Now, a 30 second file requires 
only four minutes to create

Producers and/or  
Artists can confirm a spot 

within 15 minutes

Library assets are accessible 
within Smoke/Flame without 

sacrificing quality

Apple ProRes goes into Reach 
Engine, project information 
is queried from Flame, and 

collections are created

Proxies are created  
and Producers are  

notified of new assets

Encode workflows for  
each specific deliverables  
are built in Reach Engine 

Assets are pushed back into a 
web-based project system



(303) 495-2424 
solutions@reachengine.com

www.reachengine.com
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Denver, CO 80264
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WHY REACH ENGINE
Reach Engine turns passive digital content libraries into active inventory for global 
businesses. 

Their platform manages and delivers both short and long-form content to the 
devices and media that consumers are using–including emerging platforms that have 
forever changed consumer habits. 

Reach Engine manages millions of digital video files every month for some of the 
largest and most sophisticated media companies and consumer brands in the world.  

Levels Beyond is the company behind the Reach Engine content inventory platform.

Founded in 2000, Levels Beyond is privately-held and headquartered in Denver.

REQUEST A DEMO
Contact Levels Beyond to learn what Reach Engine can do for your organization:

Phone: 
Email: 
Website:

(303) 495-2424 
solutions@reachengine.com 
reachengine.com

Our tape library used 
to occupy a third of our 
basement. 

With Reach Engine, we’ve 
abandoned tape entirely.

–The Mill

“




